
PROJECT WHITEPAPER
Empowering the growth and development of the NFT space



TOASTPUNK FOR TOMORROW'S MINDS

Welcome to ToastPunk Genesis, the next evolution in the ever expanding 
ToastPunk universe. This project is verified on Twitter with a fully doxxed team 
similar to other known blue chip NFT projects such as Bored Ape Yacht Club, 
Cool Cats and Doodles.

ToastPunk Genesis is a collectible NFT series based on real life moments with a 
rarity scale for short to medium term gains and an ongoing utility benefit as 
early settlers into ToastPunk World, a 3D & AR virtual world to earn TOA$T 
passive income in a life and building simulation P2E game.

https://twitter.com/toastpunk
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GENERATIVE RARITIES

Just like the very first generative digital art collection, Crypto Punks by Larva 
Labs, that sells for millions of dollars 4 years after creation, the ToastPunk 
Genesis collection was created using the same coding methods.

However, Warrp has introduced a new standard known as scrambled trait art 
where the collections’ main 10 baseline characters are re-scrambled with traits 
from one set of its baseline to another forming indistinguishable characters 
from its former set of popular and well known characters.



UTILITY BENEFITS

The primary use case for holders is to form the early settlers population of 
ToastPunk World with perks such as TOA$T token drops and early game access 
to start earning passive income.

The short and medium term benefits offers growth in value through a rarity 
scale for the different characters and traits. A special "Upgradeable" trait 
provides holders with a secondary airdrop of a new NFT that is able to be used 
for unlocking perks with the original (OG) ToastPunk collection.



ToastPunk Genesis is determined 
to become a household name in 
the Web 3 space for years to 
come. In support of this, the 
Genesis community will be 
hosted by the ToastPunk World 
discord server as a gateway for 
the NFT community.

COMMUNITY VALUES



MINTING PROCESS

There are two methods that minters can use to mint a ToastPunk Genesis NFT. 
The first is via the publically accessible dapp website and the second is directly 
from the smart contract.

Minting via Website: Connect Wallet > Choose Quantity > Send Transaction

Minting via Smart Contract: View this How to mint from contract guide

Smart Contract minting is useful if you know how to interact with coding. The cost to mint will be 
0.069 Ether (for 3) plus gas. Minters can mint up to 20 NFTs per address. NFTs minted will directly be 
visible in OpenSea and minters are reminded to join the ToastPunk World discord for community 
updates.

GAS SAVINGS CONTRACT
ToastPunk’s ERC-721 contract is gas optimised by over 60%

https://toastpunk.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/HOW-TO-CONTRACT-MINT.pdf
https://discord.gg/toastpunkworld


COLLECTIONS OVERVIEW

There are 4 smart contracts used to formulate the ToastPunk series.

● Collection 1: OG (1,000)
● Collection 2: Genesis (10,000)
● Collection 3: Upgradeable Pass (1,000)
● Collection 4: OG Upgraded (1,000)

Each has its own unique perks, rarities and benefits.



ROADMAP 2022

● Q1: Complete minting for all 4 collections
● Q2: Launch TOA$T ICO token
● Q3: Early Settler ToastPunk World demo
● Q4: ToastPunk World public launch  




